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Mobility is changing, so is vehicle leasing
Mobility is changing. Business travellers have a choice from a much broader
spectrum. However, this does not mean that vehicle leasing is disappearing, on
the contrary; vehicle leasing is developing to adapt to the changes. As a result,
vehicle leasing will remain the focal point of business mobility, thus playing an
important role in society.
Alternative form of financing
First of all, a car generally provides its driver with an unmatched degree of con
venience, freedom and efficiency. Other modes of transport would be more of a
supplement to this than an alternative. In addition, vehicle leasing offers an attractive means of financing for companies in times of crisis. By leasing cars instead of
purchasing them, companies can keep scarce capital available for investments.
Greening
Moreover, vehicle leasing is an important driver for the greening of the fleet of
vehicles in the Netherlands. The average emissions of new, leased vehicles have
declined sharply: from 136 grams per kilometre in 2010, to 115 g/km in 2012. This is
lower than the average emissions of all new vehicles purchased (118 g/km in 2012).
Vehicle leasing provides a powerful boost to the introduction of these clean,
new technologies. This naturally applies to new car sales, but later also to the
pre-owned vehicle market, when the lease contracts end.
Important role
In short, vehicle leasing plays an important role in society. Leasing is a driver of
greening, and offers companies the mobility they need without placing a burden on
working capital. It is no wonder that vehicle leasing has remained proudly intact
during the persisting economic crisis. The number of leased passenger cars increased
last year by 15,100. In 2012, one-third of new cars were leased vehicles (2010: 28%).
This was the case despite strong growth in available business mobility alternatives.
Once again, mobility was changing and vehicle leasing kept up with the developments.
The publication ‘Vehicle Leasing Market in Figures - 2012: Summary’ provides the
most important figures for the Dutch vehicle leasing market for 2012. Background
information and detailed data are available in the publication ‘Vehicle Leasing
Market in Figures - 2012’. The document can be downloaded from www.vna-lease.nl,
under the menu option “Facts and Figures”.
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1. Leased vehicles in the Netherlands
Developments in the fleet
Of the 851,000 light commercial vehicles on the road in the Netherlands,
16% are leased. For the 7.8 million passenger cars in the fleet on the road in
the Netherlands, this Figure is 7.4%.1 Company cars account for 11.5% of the
Dutch passenger car fleet; see figure 1.
Figure 1: In 2012, nearly half of the passenger cars for business use were leased
vehicles
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The fleet of leased vehicles in the Netherlands is growing slowly. Most growth is
seen in passenger cars: the number of leased passenger cars grew in 2012 by
15,100, representing a growth rate of 2.7% compared to 2011; see Table 1.
Presumably due in part to the effect of the economic crisis, the number of leased
light commercial vehicles is, however, declining. In 2012, there were 11,800 fewer
than in 2011, a drop of 8%.

1

I n addition to the fleet on the road, importers and dealers have approximately 300,000 passenger
cars in stock.
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Table 1: Leased vehicle fleet in the Netherlands 2011-2012 2
passenger cars

light commercial vehicles
total

VNA
(Association of
Dutch Vehicle
Leasing Companies) members

VNA

total

total

(Association of
Dutch Vehicle
Leasing Companies) members

VNA

total

(Association of
Dutch Vehicle
Leasing Companies) members

2012

507,800

577,400

122,200

135,800

630,000

713,200

2011

498,800

562,300

125,100

147,600

623,900

709,900

shrinkage/
growth
2011-2012

+9,000

+15,100

-2,900

-11,800

+6,100

+3,300

+1.8%

+2.7%

-2.3%

-8.0%

+1.0%

+0.5%

share of vehicle fleet in the
Netherlands

7.4%

16.0%

8.3%

Source: CBS, RDC, VNA

2. VNA and its members
The members of the VNA collectively account for 88% of the leased passenger cars in
the Netherlands, and for 90% of the leased light commercial vehicles. Thanks to the
VNA members’ collective market share, the developments in the fleet of leased vehicles
for these companies may be viewed as being representative of the entire market.
Figure 2: VNA members control nearly 90% of the leased vehicle market in the Netherlands
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 he fleet information on the collective VNA members is based on a survey conducted among these
T
companies, and does not include external fleet management and leased vehicles in the RTL register.
The number of leased vehicles outside of the VNA is based on RDC Data Centre registrations,
supplemented by the VNA’s own estimates for RTL-Lease and external fleet management. The calculation of the number of leased vehicles therefore differs from the information published by the RDC.
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The total gross turnover of VNA members amounts to approximately 8.5 billion
euros, one percent higher than in 2011. The companies affiliated with the VNA
purchased 195,000 new cars in 2012, with a total list price (excluding BTW [VAT]
and BPM [motor vehicle tax]) of 4.9 billion euros. The total BPM tax paid was
780 million euros.
Employment
The collective employment figures for VNA member companies has been fluctuating for years around the 3,300 FTE mark. In 2012, the number of FTEs decreased
slightly, ending up at 3,250. In combination with the growth in the fleet of leased
vehicles, labour productivity (estimated as the number of leased vehicles per FTE)
increased to 194.

3. Passenger cars
The growth in the number of cars in 2012 led to an even greater turnover in the
fleet than in previous years. The collective leasing companies disposed of 159,800
passenger cars in 2012; this was 32% of the fleet as of December 2011.3 This
disposal rate is counterbalanced by 166,500 newly deployed passenger cars, 33%
compared to the size of the fleet as of December 2012. The rate of replacement of
the fleet has increased dramatically in the last two years. In 2009 and 2010, onefourth of the fleet was replaced; in 2011 and 2012 this was nearly one-third.
The number of newly purchased cars in the Netherlands is decreasing rapidly.
In 2012, 502,500 passenger cars were purchased, 53,300 fewer than in 2011.
The percentage of newly purchased vehicles that are represented by leased
vehicles in the Netherlands is rising fast. In 2010, this share was 28%, in 2011 32%,
and in 2012 this rose to 33%. In other words, one out of every three new passenger
cars in the Netherlands is a leased vehicle.

3

 he number of vehicles disposed of also includes vehicles deemed total loss, and stolen vehicles
T
that were never retrieved. The theft percentage among leased vehicles (0.16%: one out of every 618
vehicles) is nearly identical to the theft percentage for the total fleet of vehicles in the Netherlands.
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Rejuvenation
One of the consequences of the turnover in the leased vehicle fleet is a rapid
rejuvenation of the fleet. As of December 2012, the average leased passenger car
was 22.8 months old, compared to 26.1 months in December 2010. Figure 3 shows
that the average age of the fleet has returned to the 2008 level.
Figure 3: Average age of leased passenger car returns to 2008 level
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Rejuvenation also means greening
Reducing CO2 emissions is a crucial component of the government’s environmental
policy. This becomes evident in, among other things, the tax-related treatment of
vehicles: the tax on passenger cars and motorcycles (BPM), and the company car
taxable benefit for a leased vehicle increases proportionately for vehicles with
higher CO2 emissions. This policy will only become more stringent in the years to
come. Leased vehicles will have to have lower CO2 emissions in order to qualify for
a lower company car taxable benefit.
Diesel and petrol vehicles are becoming increasingly more economical in their use
of fuel, which means lower CO2 emissions and a corresponding lower company car
taxable benefit. In 2011, one-fourth of newly leased vehicles satisfied the requirements for the 14% taxable benefit, and in 2012, this share rose to 37%. The percentage of new vehicles in the highest taxable benefit category (25%) decreased from
33% to 20%. The number of new vehicles with a 0% taxable benefit is still very
limited: in 2012 there were 2,100 vehicles in this category.
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Figure 4: Nearly 40% of new leased passenger cars in 14% or 0% taxable
benefit category
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The average CO2 emissions of new leased vehicles is decreasing steadily. In 2010,
this average rate was 136 grams per kilometre driven, in 2011, 125 grams and in
2012, 115 grams (Figure 5). The average for all new vehicles is 118 grams. The fleet
of leased vehicles in the Netherlands therefore consists of more economical
vehicles than the total passenger car fleet.
Figure 5: CO2 emissions per kilometre continue to decrease
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List price
Due in part to the fact that relatively fewer vehicles were sold in the C segment,
the average list price of newly leased vehicles increased considerably, from
€ 21,100 in 2011 to € 25,000 in 2012. The average amount of BPM paid shows
a downward trend and is decreasing by approximately 600 euros per year.
In 2012, the average amount of BPM paid was € 4,700.
Lease contracts
Related to the faster turnover period within the fleet, the number of terminated,
renewed and new contracts also increased compared to previous years.
The average term for lease contracts is 47 months, just under four years. The period
for contracts concluded in 2012 is shorter: 43 months. The duration of terminated
contracts is a good indicator of the actual period, taking premature termination
into account. The average duration of terminated contracts was 40 months in 2012,
a fraction less than the average for 2011.
Figure 6: Annual distance driven by leased passenger cars 8% lower than in 2011
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Distance driven
In 2012, the average leased passenger car covered a distance of 33,500 kilometres,
based on the target number of kilometres laid down in contracts. This is 8% less
than in 2011, a year in which a high number of kilometres were driven per leased
vehicle (see Figure 6), and also 5% less than 2010. Diesel vehicles account for the
highest number of kilometres, 38,600 on average, and petrol vehicles for the
lowest: 28,000. LPG and hybrid vehicles show a distance driven that is comparable
to petrol vehicles. Fully electric vehicles (not shown on the graph) cover a considerably lower distance, 20,800 on average.
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